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AN E M P I R I C A L INVESTIGATION OF CRESSIE 
AND R E A D TESTS FOR T H E HYPOTHESIS 
OF I N D E P E N D E N C E IN THREE-WAY 
C O N T I N G E N C Y TABLES 
M A R I A DEL C A R M E N P A R D O 
This paper is concerned with comparison of Cressie and Read tests for the hypothesis 
of independence in three-way contingency tables. A Monte Carlo study is done to empiri-
cally compare the power of some members of the family of these tests under various spike 
al ternat ives. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Three-way contingency tables are a straightforward generalization of two-way con-
tingency tables. They can, of course, be imagined as rectangular parallelepipeds 
built out of cubical boxes each containing a number. In writing out an I X J X K 
table we will usually write out in order each component I x J table with marginal 
totals at the bot tom and at the right, and finally the sum of all the I x J tables. 
Goldstein et al. [2] proposed a test statistic based on Matusita 's distance [3] for 
the hypothesis of independence in three-way contingency tables. But this statistic as 
well as the statistic x2 °f Pearson [5] and the loglikelihood ratio, G2, are particular 
cases of a more general family of, namely the statistic of Cressie and Read [1]. These 
authors studied this family in goodness-of-fit. Now, our intention is to show how one 
may employ the Cressie and Read statistic to test the hypothesis of independence 
in three-way contingency tables as well as to perform a simulation study comparing 
the power of the different family members of Cressie and Read statistic for 2 x 3 and 
2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables, various spike alternatives and sample sizes. 
Suppose X, Y and Z are discrete random variables whose joint probability dis-
tribution is given by 
PXYZ = (Pijk)i=hiI = (P(X = Xi, Y = yhZ= Zk))l=liI • 
i=i',... ' ,j J = I',...',J 
k = l,...,K k=l,...,K 
Let 
Px = (Pi..)i=i,...,I, pY = (p.j.)j=i,...,j, and Pz = (p..k)k=l,...,K 
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be the corresponding marginal probability distributions, i.e., 
J K I K i J 
pi
- = _C_C^jfc' p-i-= zC_C^ f c ' p-k = YlJ2p^k-
j=ik=i »=i jt=i *=i j = 1 
The Cressie and Read divergence between PXYZ and Px x Py x Pz is given by 
A \ 1 l J K I7 
DX(PXYZ, PXXPYX PZ) = w7-_^£EE-*-* 
^
 T
 J ,-=i /=ijfc=i V v 
P i j fc , . 
Pi..p.j.p..к 
for A 7^  0, A --• — 1, and by the corresponding limits for A = 0 and A = — 1. 
Consider an IxJxK contingency table with entries given by nijk, i = 1,..., I, j = 
= 1 , . . . , J, k = 1 , . . . , K. Let the marginal totals n,-,, n.j. and n.k be defined by 
ni- = E i = i Efc=i n*"i*> n.j. = _£<_,_ Ef=i ni;fc> n •* = Ei=i Ej=i n»i* a n d le t u s 
consider the maximum likelihood estimates of Pijk, Pi.., P.j. and p.jfc respectively, 
i.e., 
I J K 
nijk ni B j n jfc . v—v v—v v—v 
Pijjfc = , Pi.. = —, P.j. = —, p..jfc = — , where n = > ) ) nijk. 
n n n n -—-'-—-' *—-' 
2 = 1 J = l jfe = l 
To estimate D\(PXYZ, Px XPY x Pz), we replace pijk, p,\., p.j. and p..k by their 
respective maximum likelihood estimates, so we define 
A.A,.. * x * x /_) - з-i-ï-g tgЛi ( (-ђ- ) 
The asymptotic distribution of this statistic was obtained by Pardo [4] as a par­
ticular case of the (h, </>)-divergence measure's. If PXYZ / Px x PY x Pz, then 
n
1/2 (L>A(Pxyz, PxxPYx PZ) - DX(PXYZ, PX X Py x Pz)) _ - i ^(0,cr2), 
where 
i j K / I J K \ 
0-2
 = _CZ)_C^'fc4-* - _CX)_C^*c*i* 
f*=l;=life=l \i = l j = l k = l J 
and Cijfc are given by 
1 / I J / / 
_ 1 [ v^ V^ / Prsk I Prsk Ciik ~ - — jT I _>__, 2-V 
" * (A + 1) l ^ ^
 XP..É VPr..P.5.P..Jfc 
-Ay^ lpr^ / Prjt \x\
 +y^y^ [ P"* ( Pist 
h[fťÁPÍ- U..Ti-P.J J SJSí V»•• VPÍ-P...P... 
! / \ A 
1 / Pijk 
A \Pi..P.j.P. 
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Now if PXYZ = Px x PY x Pz then a2 = 0 and the statistic 
i J к / , „ x л 
2 „ ^ = ( ^ 2 l P , X ^ X P Z ) = ^ g g g p i , i ( ( p j f c ) 
is asymptotically distributed as the chi-square with UK — I — J — K-\-2 degrees of 
freedom. 
From this result we obtained that the asymptotically a-size test of independence 
is given by 
2nL>A (PxYZ, Px XPY X PZ) > x)jK-I-J-K+2,a-
Several important tests can be obtained as particular cases of the Cressie and 
Read statistic. We present some of them in the following table. 
2nD
x
(PxYZ, Px XPY X PZ) 
X Symbol Statistic Name 
1 X Pearson [5] 
0 G2 Loglikelihood ratio 
-1/2 T Freeman-Tukey 
- 1 GM2 Modified loglikelihood ratio 
- 2 JVM2 Neyman modified X 2 
2. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
In this section the powers of some members of Cressie and Read family are simulated 
for testing independence in three-way contingency tables to carry out a comparative 
study of them. 
Let us fix a sample size n,a test size a and the null hypothesis Ho : pijk = 
Pi..P.j.P..k- We consider the spike alternative hypotheses (Goldstein et al. [2]) 
f Tjfe i f i = l,-.-,l-l; j = l,..-,J-l; k = l,...,K-l 
Hi • Pijk = S 
[ 8 if i = I; j = J; k = K 
i.e., a 8 probability is assigned to the (I,J,K) cell, while the rest probabilities are 
adjusted so t h a t they still sum to one. 
The power function is 
(3X(p) = P (2nDX(PXYZ, PxXPyX PZ) > XUK-I-J-K + 2,a\p) 
for p = ( p i n , • • • ,PIJK) £ Hi- If P £ Ho then (3x(p) is the test size. 
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The statistic value is calculated for each of the 10 000 trials of the multinomial 
random variable with parameters (IJK;pm,. . -,PIJK)- The relative frequency of 
the case where the statistic value belongs to the critical region is the simulated 
power. 
The powers were simulated for 2 x 3 and 2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables, significance 
level a = 0.05, and sample sizes 50 and 100, using programs written in FORTRAN. 
Table 1 shows that the exact power for 2 x 3 contingency tables and sample size 
50 increases with |A|. But it would be false to conclude that the best Cressie and 
Read statistic is corresponding to the largest |A|. The reason is that the values of the 
first column, which describe the exact size, depart from the desired value a = 0.05 
with increasing |A| too. Then, although the statistics power increases with |A| their 
significance level deteriorate. 
There are many different ways of interpreting the results of Table 1, just as there 
are many ways of defining what is a "good" test as opposed to a "bad" test. We 
define ad hoc a class of "acceptable tests" and choose the one with maximal power. 
A test is said to be acceptable if its size is at most 0.06. In Table 1, the acceptable 
tests correspond to 0 < A < 3 and among these the power is maximized at A = 3. 
We notice that the statistic with size closest to the designed one is the Pearson's 
statistic. 
The powers of Table 1 are drawn in Figure 1 for different values of A. 
Table 1. Significance level (5 = 0.1666) and power (8 ^ 0.1666) of 
the statistics D\ for 2 x 3 contingency tables, n = 50 and a = .05. 
6 
Л 0.1666 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
-5 .1688 .1883 .3845 .6112 .7570 
-2 .0908 .0997 .2594 .4807 .6446 
-1 .0727 .0795 .2297 .4482 .6328 
-0.5 .0654 .0736 .2170 .4375 .6234 
-0.3 .0627 .0701 .2110 .4315 .6205 
0 .0593 .0660 .2064 .4262 .6200 
0.3 .0573 .0630 .2014 .4237 .6205 
0.5 .0556 .0617 .1990 .4227 .6228 
2/3 .0548 .0602 .1972 .4213 .6253 
0.7 .0544 .0601 .1967 .4212 .6256 
1 .0539 .0595 .1956 .4234 .6333 
1.5 .0541 .0590 .1971 .4308 .6472 
2 .0547 .0595 .2008 .4434 .6698 
2.5 .0567 .0619 .2077 .4594 .6891 
3 .0597 .0666 .2181 .4781 .7136 
3.5 .0634 .0726 .2301 .4970 .7381 
4 .0682 .0780 .2475 .5181 .7622 
4.5 .0757 .0864 .2631 .5413 .7837 
5 .0847 .0953 .2825 .5669 .8054 
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• + - d e l t a = . 4 
•*• d e l t a = . 3 
B- d e l t a = . 2 
-X-- d e l t a = . 1 6 6 6 
F ig . 1. Significance level (8 = 0.1666) and power (8 =i 0.1666) of the statistics D\ 
for 2 x 3 contingency tables, n = 50 and a = .05. 
The values of the powers are omitted for 2 x 3 contingency tables and sample size 
100 but they are drawn in Figure 2. Their behaviour is the same as for sample size 
50 although the powers are greater and the growth of power with |A| increasing is 
smaller than before. 
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-I 1 1 1 1 Г 
п 1 Г 
**XЖ*ЭЌЖ x ж *•'"* ж " 
" Ş - a Э B E Ш a - B - Ð - B - Ð - Ð ' B ' B - ? 
• -ж- -xx-x-xxк-ж- - -x - -x- - -x- - -x- - -x- - -x- - -x- - -x 
+ - delta=.4 
X d e l t a = . 3 
•B- d e l t a = . 2 
-X" d e l t a = . 1 6 6 6 
Fig. 2. Significance level (8 — 0.1666) and power (8 ^ 0.1666) of the statistics D\ 
for 2 x 3 contingency tables, n = 100 and a = .05. 
Figures 3 and 4 represent the powers for 2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables and sample 
sizes 50 and 100 respectively. In these tables the null hypotheses (and, consequently, 
the test size) corresponds to 6 = 0.125. The remaining values represent the alterna­
tives (i.e. the test powers). 
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d « l t a = . 3 7 
•+- d « l t a = . 2 3 
••* d e l t a = . 1 5 
B- d a l t a = . 1 4 
-X-- d e l t a = . 1 2 5 
Fig. 3 . Significance level (6 = 0.125) and power (6 ^ 0.125) of the statistics D\ 
for 2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables, n = 50 and a = .05. 
The behaviour of these powers is similar to the behaviour for 2 x 3 contingency 
tables studied before, i.e., the power increases with |A|. 
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" I — i — I — i i —i i г 
I I I I I I L J I 1 I 1 I L 
d e l t a = . 3 7 
•+- delta= .23 
* delta= .15 
B- delta= .14 
-X-- delta=.125 
Fig. 4. Significance level (8 — 0.125) and power (8 -^ 0.125) of the statistics D\ 
for 2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables, n — 100 and a = .05. 
The information summarized in this section suggests t h a t it is possible to improve 
the power to test independence in three-way contingency tables under the previous 
spike alternative hypothesis if instead of the traditional Pearson x 2 test one chooses 
another appropriate member of the family of Cressie and Read statistic. The result 
of our simulation study suggests to prefer A larger than 1 corresponding to Pearson's 
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%2, but the exact location of optimal A depends on the table dimensionality and also 
on the sample size. However vague, our recommendations are different from those 
of Cressie and Read [1] where in a goodness-of-fit testing model A = 2/3 < 1 is 
recommended as a suitable alternative to the Pearson x 2 , and also from those of 
Menendez et al. [6]. 
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